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Denise Van Outen, original 90s 'ladette', West End star and primetime TV favourite, reveals for
the first time the true story of grit and graft beneath the famous Essex sparkle.In this refreshingly
candid memoir, Denise speaks openly and sensitively about her rollercoaster career, her
struggles in a past high-profile relationship and the betrayal she suffered at the hands of those
once closest to her, with the hope that in doing so, she can help empower others to avoid and
overcome any similar difficulties they may face.Denise shot to fame on The Big Breakfast in her
early twenties. After a decade grafting through theatre jobs and children's TV shows, she was
finally living the dream. However her life soon turned into a nightmare off-screen and behind the
headlines as her heart was broken in a very public relationship, whilst her every move was
printed in the tabloids thanks to her phone being tapped. After receiving a panning by the critics
for her late night TV show aimed at the post-pub crowd, she then auditioned for and accepted an
offer to play Roxie Hart in Chicago, which turned out to be a life-changing experience. The role
took her to Broadway, where she caught the eye of one Andrew Lloyd Webber, eventually
landing a judging role on Any Dream Will Do, which saw her rise back to primetime and the
career that she loves, where she has stayed and flourished.Now, in her first memoir, Denise tells
her story with disarming candour, unafraid to reveal vulnerabilities beneath the cheerful exterior.
Tackling difficult subjects of corrosive self-doubt, betrayal, invasions of privacy and professional
struggles, interjected with the familiar humour that we all know and love, A Bit of Me is personal,
at times raw, often mischievous and always compelling. Denise has lived the life, learned the
lessons, and Basildon to Broadway and back is a hell of a journey.

About the AuthorDenise Van Outen is an actress, singer, dancer and presenter, with a career in
showbiz spanning twenty five years. In 2001, she played Roxie Hart in the musical Chicago in
the West End and then took it to Broadway. Other West End credits include Tell Me On a
Sunday, Legally Blonde, Rent and her one-woman show Some Girl I used to Know. In 2020 she
starred to great acclaim in Cabaret All Stars at Proud Embankment. She's a regular face on TV,
with recent appearances on Richard Osman's House of Games, Celebrity Sewing Bee (winner),
and Dancing on Ice. She also appears on Celebrity Gogglebox with her partner Eddie Boxshall,
from their home in Basildon, where they live with Denise's daughter. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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Better to Be Honest34 ‘It’s Alright, This Telly Lark, Isn’t It?’35 Jinxed from the Off36 ‘In the Heart
of You, You’re an Essex Girl’AcknowledgementsAbout the AuthorDenise Van Outen is an
actress, singer, dancer and presenter, with a career in showbiz spanning twenty five years. In
2001, she played Roxie Hart in the musical Chicago in the West End and then took it to
Broadway. Other West End credits include Tell Me On a Sunday, Legally Blonde, Rent and her
one-woman show Some Girl I used to Know. In 2020 she starred to great acclaim in Cabaret All
Stars at Proud Embankment. She’s a regular face on TV, with recent appearances on Richard
Osman’s House of Games, Celebrity Sewing Bee (winner), and Dancing on Ice. She also
appears on Celebrity Gogglebox with her partner Eddie Boxshall, from their home in Basildon,
where they live with Denise’s daughter.Dedicated to my Nanny Mary, always in my thoughts, and
my dear friend, Nicki Waterman, whose presence I still feel whenever I walk on Hampstead
Heath, where we used to train.CHAPTER ONE‘This One Has Been Here Before’‘This one has
been here before.’ That’s what the midwife told Mum as she handed her a new baby girl,
seconds after I was born in a Basildon hospital. ‘Just look how awake and alert she is.’I wonder if
she might have been right? By all accounts, I achieved all the usual baby milestones earlier than
expected. I was sitting unaided at five and a half months, crawling at six months, walking at nine
months and talking in sentences at eighteen months. Perhaps I’d done it all before. Or perhaps it
was because I had an older brother and sister to keep up with and didn’t want to get left behind.
Well, I have always been quite competitive.I was a happy, contented toddler, but always on the
go. As soon as there was music playing, I’d start jigging around and had a thing for spinning
continuously on the spot without getting dizzy. This, I’m told, was quite fascinating to watch, and
might have been an early hint at my passion for dancing, which started when I was very young.I
remember my mum and dad always working incredibly hard. In fact, their commitment to work
and providing for the family is probably where I get some of my drive and work ethic from. They
first met in an East End pub in the summer of 1964. Mum, Kathy, was 17 and working as a copy



typist for a Dutch pharmaceutical company in the city. My dad, Ted, was three years older than
Mum. A 20-year-old lad who was working at the London Dock, Wapping. They were from the
same area of London, both born and bred in Stepney, which these days is known as Tower
Hamlets. They married four years later, in 1968, and rented the top part of the house from a
private landlord, with another family living downstairs. I recall Mum telling me how anxious they
both were because the family below them weren’t the cleanest of people. This was particularly
concerning when Mum became pregnant, carrying my older sister, Jacqueline. One of the
biggest problems was that there was only one toilet in the entire house, which they all had to
share, and Mum and Dad’s neighbours often left it in a terrible state. On top of that, the flat was
running alive with mice.When Jacqueline was six months old, my parents decided enough was
enough as far as their dreadful living conditions were concerned. It was time to save up for a
deposit for a home of their own. This meant that Mum had to go back to work, while Dad took on
an evening cleaning job as well as his regular job at the docks. It took them a year and a half until
they’d enough to put down a deposit on a house in Corringham in Essex. They chose the area so
Dad could transfer his job to the nearby Tilbury Docks. Mum, meanwhile, kept up two cleaning
jobs.By the time I came on the scene, they lived in an ordinary semi-detached house in Howell
Road, Corringham. Back then, it seemed like the whole of Essex was made up of ex-East
Enders who’d taken the leap and moved a bit further out of London in search of a better life and
more space. My dad was a docker, and he certainly saw moving his job from the docks in the
East End to Tilbury Docks in Essex as a brand-new beginning. Also, like many East Enders,
much of my close family lived on the same street as us. My auntie Teresa lived opposite with my
cousins, Sarah and Daniel, and Nanny Mary and Granddad Bill lived six doors down. They were
my maternal grandparents. Nanny Mary pops up a fair bit in my story; she was an important part
of my life and a significant influence on many of the things I did in my early career. I spent so
much time at her house when I was a kid. Whenever my mum couldn’t immediately locate me, or
my sister, Jackie, and brother, Terry, she always knew where to look. We could always be found
at my nan’s place – it felt so comfortable and safe there. Amongst her many other talents, Nan
was well known by friends and family for making the best carrot cake. Whenever we turned up at
her house, she’d stick a cake in front of us, which was another excellent reason to spend time
there.I also went to church with my nan most Sundays. My family are Roman Catholic, my
primary school St Joseph’s was a Roman Catholic school, and I took my first Communion
around the age of eight or nine. However, the restrictions of sitting still in a church were often
problematic for a child who found it hard to concentrate or stay in the same spot for more than a
few minutes at a time.• • •My sister, Jackie, went to dance classes, taking ballet, tap and modern
dance. By the time I was three, I had told Mum I wanted to go too and ended up joining the baby
ballet class. Not long after joining the class, I gave Mum and Dad a scare when I went missing
with my friend Claire, aged four. Claire lived a couple of doors along from us in a small terrace
block, and we’d often play together. On this particular day, I asked Mum if I could go play at
Claire’s house, and she watched me as I tottered down to Claire’s with my doll’s pram and went



inside. Parents always seemed so much more relaxed with their kids back in the seventies and
eighties, don’t you think? All the way through my childhood, I had a lot more freedom than I’d
give my own daughter, and my friends tell me the same about their childhood in comparison to
the way they are with their own kids. It’s just the way it was back then; it feels like a different world
now. Perhaps it’s something to do with all the scary bad-news stories we’re constantly alerted to
on social media as well as the news.A couple of hours after I’d gone to Claire’s house, Mum
walked up the road to collect me, only to have Claire’s mum explain that we’d both left to go back
to my house half an hour earlier. Of course, our mothers were panic-stricken, frantically running
around the streets calling our names, getting more worried by the second. As time went on,
more and more people joined in the search, neighbours, friends and passers-by, but still, we
were nowhere to be found. Eventually, Mum called the police, who asked for a description of us,
including what we were wearing and when and where we were last seen. By this time, everyone
was separately worried. We’ve all seen those news stories when kids go missing, and we’ve all
been sad and horrified when we hear about the ones that turn out badly. As a parent, I can only
imagine what Mum and Dad must have gone through that day. Eventually, a police car came
around the corner of the street. The policeman driving told our mothers that we’d been found on
the other side of Southend Road, which was a fairly busy road.‘I told them Mummy and Daddy
are worried about you,’ he said. ‘I said to get in the car, and I’ll take you home, but the little one
wouldn’t hear of it.’That was me, of course.‘No! I’m not allowed to get in strange men’s cars,’ I’d
said, point-blank refusing to go with him.A little while later, Mum says she remembers seeing a
policewoman walking towards her with both of us girls, determined-faced and pushing our dolly
prams. It turned out that I was the orchestrator of the entire missing-children saga, encouraging
Claire to tag along with me to show her where my dance school was. All in all, the two of us had
walked over two miles, crossing a busy main road there and back.As proud as I’d been to show
off the location of my class to Claire, my time at baby ballet was relatively short-lived. A few
months after I started, I told Mum I was bored and didn’t want to go any more. It wasn’t that I
didn’t like dancing; on the contrary, I loved it. It was just that baby ballet wasn’t challenging
enough for me any more. I wanted more. Just a few months later, I was ready to dance again, as
long as I could move up to the next class. The problem was that class was for five years plus, but
I was insistent that I could hack it, despite my young age. In the end, Mum gave in, deciding that
she would pretend I was already five, just to get me into the class. Then, worried we might be
rumbled, Mum and Jackie went through the syllabus with me quite thoroughly so I’d be able to
keep up with the other kids in the class. I knew I wasn’t supposed to make it evident that I was
already well-versed in a lot of the set work and, at first, was quite convincing in my charade.
Everyone just thought I was a fast learner, able to pick things up quickly and easily. The problem
came when the school principal observed the class and asked our teacher which pupils she
thought were ready to advance to the exam class. Our teacher called out a couple of names and
then called my name.‘Denise hasn’t been in the class very long but has been doing remarkably
well,’ she said. ‘I think she could take the exam.’Unfortunately, you had to be six before you could



take the exam, so Mum decided she had best come clean and tell them that, at that point, I’d
only just turned five. It all worked out for the best, as I did end up in the exam class, taking the
exam as soon as I was truly old enough.• • •As you can probably tell, I was a proper little
achiever, always wanting to do my best in whatever I tried. I really have no idea why this was the
case; there was this little fire in me that made me want to push myself forward. Once we could
swim the width of the small pool (doggie-paddle style) in my swimming class, we received a
badge to sew on to our swimsuit. Usually, any child who completed the swim would get a badge,
but on the day I was due to attempt the swim, our instructor announced that the badge system
was under review because they only had one badge in stock. He decided that the fairest way to
solve this problem was to get the participants to race, and only the winner would get the badge.
The stakes had been raised. Mum says she remembers me glancing over at her with a look of
absolute determination: I’d doggie paddle like my life depended on it and win the race, bagging
the coveted badge. I did my best and ended up winning it, but once the race was over and the
badge awarded, I spotted another little girl crying because she hadn’t got one. I felt terrible and
offered to give up my badge so that she could have it. The girl’s mum, however, wouldn’t hear of
it.‘Denise, you won the race, so you must keep the badge,’ she said.Mum smiled, agreeing that I
could have the badge, but I think she felt quite proud of me for wanting to share my success.I
was just six when showbiz beckoned. A local newspaper was advertising for children to audition
for a new musical for kids, Miss Fits’ Misfits, written by a local guy called Mike Nash.
Recognising my eagerness to try new things, Mum asked me if I wanted to try for it. Of course, I
said was up for it. I’d already had a small part in our local panto, The Old Woman Who Lived in a
Shoe at the Towngate Theatre Basildon the previous Christmas, but this would be my very first
singing audition. Everyone who auditioned had to sing the same song: ‘Any Dream Will Do’ from
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. I learnt the song and practised every minute I
could before the audition. My hard work paid off; I was cast as one of Miss Fits’ misfits, playing
the part of a fairy with a broken wing. The role required me to keep one arm bent with my hand
on my shoulder throughout the performances. I even got to sing my first solo, hilariously entitled
‘Flying Round in Circles’. The moral of the story was that everyone is an extraordinary individual,
no matter what the circumstances.That was it, I was off. I’d performed my first solo in front of an
audience and from then on there was no looking back.CHAPTER TWOKids Who Were into
Singing and Dancing Weren’t Exactly the NormI gave my mum and dad the second big scare of
my childhood when I was eight years old. While I was practising hard for a ballet award, I got
terrible pains on my right side. I didn’t tell Mum and Dad about the pains; perhaps I was worried it
would affect my chances of going for the ballet award. During a ballet lesson leading up to the
exam, we were all doing barre work while our teacher walked along the line of pupils, instructing
us, one at a time, to pull up while placing her hands on our tummies. When the teacher got to
me, I screamed out in pain. I had no idea what was happening but immediately burst into tears.
Mum came and took me home, assuming that I’d pulled a muscle or something. An hour or so
later, it was clear that was not the case, as the pain grew worse and I turned a deathly shade of



white. Desperately worried, Mum and Dad rushed me to the hospital, where doctors diagnosed
peritonitis caused by a burst appendix. As it turned out, it was lucky they’d acted so quickly. The
consultant told Mum and Dad I’d been fortunate because I might not have made it in another
couple of hours. He also told them I had a very high pain threshold, having played down the pain
I must have experienced for so long.By this time, my mum had also registered me at a child’s
modelling agency called Tiny Tots. Along with all the other tots, my picture was in a modelling
book, so if a casting director wanted a cheeky eight-year-old blonde girl, I might get picked out
from my photo and then go for a fitting. If they liked the look of you, the next thing they’d check
was if the clothes fit. There could be another five or six kids who looked just like me at the fitting,
so it was dog eat dog. I learned fast, and had plenty of tricks up my sleeve when it came to
fittings. I usually had some devious way of making sure everything fitted me. If there was a skirt
that was a bit too long, I’d run to the loo and roll the waistband over until it was just the right
length. If I had to look young, I’d ask my mum to put my hair in plaits to make me look cute, and if
I had to look a bit older, I’d ask her to do me a top-knot to add an air of sophistication. On a
couple of occasions, I got caught out, but, even then, I still got the jobs, just for being so
resourceful and cheeky.One of the reasons I was so confident and outgoing was because my
older sister, Jackie, was the opposite. She struggled in social situations and was quite shy. I
always felt very protective of Jackie because she was so timid, even though she was the older
sibling. If we were in a room full of people and somebody directed a question at Jackie, she’d get
embarrassed, so I always felt like I had to jump in and save her. I’d end up answering for her
because I could see how uncomfortable she was.I certainly wasn’t shy. I loved being in front of
the camera, whether it was in a photographic studio or on a film set of some kind, filming an
advert. It wasn’t just that I didn’t feel self-conscious; I also really enjoyed being in the company of
adults. I suppose I was a bit of an old head on young shoulders, so I loved chatting to and getting
to know the team or the make-up and wardrobe people. On many of the shoots I did, my nan,
Mary, was my chaperone.Perhaps my enthusiasm for adult company at such a young age was
why I never felt like I was missing out on a normal childhood. Often, I couldn’t play in the street or
the park with other kids in my neighbourhood because I had a casting to go to or a photoshoot
or a commercial to do. It didn’t bother me because I loved working and enjoyed being around all
those fascinating older people who inhabited the world that I longed to. It did, however, make me
stick out a bit as far as the other kids went. I’ve heard people say that they met their best friends
when they were five years old and have kept these same friends throughout their lives. I don’t
remember having close friends from primary school; certainly not any that stayed with me.
Looking back, I wonder if that was because I was so focused on what I was doing outside of
school, coupled with the fact that I just loved hanging out at my nan and granddad’s house and
being with my family. Whatever the reason, I think some of the other children around me thought
I was a bit of a weirdo.With all the TV talent shows around now and the significant impact of the
internet, there seems to be an abundance of young people dying to get into the entertainment
industry. Everyone wants to be on the telly. You can’t look at your iPhone without an Instagram



story or a TikTok popping up, with someone doing their thing, hoping to entertain and perhaps,
with luck, go viral. Maybe they were always out there; they’re just more visible now they have all
these different platforms – I don’t know. When I was growing up, it was a little more unusual to
want to entertain, which meant that kids who were into singing and dancing weren’t exactly the
norm – well, certainly not in Basildon anyway. I suppose that was why I got the mickey taken out
of me on a fairly regular basis. I remember walking out of my front door and hearing a kid saying,
‘Oh, here she comes, the model’, followed by much giggling from their mates. It wasn’t always
easy to take that kind of ridicule, but my mum always handled it quite well and knew exactly what
to say if I ever got too upset about it: ‘Sometimes other people might get a bit jealous of what
you’re doing. Perhaps it’s something they might want to do but haven’t been as lucky as you
have. It can be hurtful, but you have to stay grounded and not be cocky or wind people up with it.
This might not be something you do forever, so see it for what it is and enjoy it.’While I enjoyed
the modelling, my real obsession was dancing. That was my passion. I still went to a regular
class, and I spent any spare time doing extra classes and practising like a maniac. I was never
especially academic, but I was always up for working incredibly hard at the things I enjoyed, and,
for me, the main thing was dance. It was a brilliant way to expend some of my seemingly
boundless energy. I was never diagnosed with ADHD, but having had a daughter that has been
diagnosed with it, I can see those same traits in myself. All the characteristics that led to my
daughter Betsy’s ADHD diagnosis are in me too and have been since I was a child. I wish back
then that I’d known what I know now because it would have made life a little bit easier. Most
young people with ADHD find it had to be still or concentrate on one thing, and I certainly found
that challenging as a child.At school, I was a dreamer. Physically, I might be sitting at my desk in
the classroom, but, mentally, I was off in my own little world somewhere, daydreaming about all
sorts. There were quite a few occasions when I’d be shaken out of a daydream on hearing my
name called. Startled and back in the room, I’d see my teacher looking directly at me, asking me
my thoughts on, or a question about, the particular topic he or she had been discussing. It was
bad enough that I didn’t know the answer to the question, but on top of that, I’d be sitting there
thinking, Christ, I haven’t even got a clue what the hell you’ve been talking about for the past
thirty minutes! I’ve been picturing myself floating around on a lilo next to George Michael in
Wham!’s ‘Club Tropicana’ video. OK, so whoever said daydreams had to be based on reality?
Still, I was lucky that, with dancing, I’d landed on something I loved so much, I was able to throw
myself into it, putting all that surplus energy in me to good use, working towards being the best
that I could be. I was dedicated. Dancing was the exception to the rule and something that I
really could focus on. In many respects, I don’t think I’ve changed all that much. I’m still someone
who always seems to be running a mile a minute, always bursting with dozens of ideas
simultaneously. The thing I’ve learned as an adult is that you can’t achieve everything on your
own. I might be full of ideas, but I also know that I’ll generally need a team of people around to
help me achieve them. People who can make sense of my mad flashes of inspiration and steer
me in the right direction to make them a reality. Or at least try to! Without those carefully chosen



collaborators, I find it hard to stay focused on a project – even now.Many kids back then had jobs
when they got to 12 or 13 – paper rounds, maybe a bit of shop work as you got older – but I
didn’t wait that long. By the time I was about seven, I was already doing modelling jobs and
earning some money. I took it very seriously too. If I knew I had a modelling assignment coming
up, I was pretty disciplined and strict with myself about what I could and couldn’t do in the period
leading up to it. While all the other kids were out running around in the streets or tearing around
and falling off their BMX bikes, which were very big at the time, I stayed in the sanctuary of my
bedroom or my nan’s living room. That way, I wasn’t going to get any bruises, marks or scratches
on me, which might have shown up in photographs. I always wanted to turn up to a job looking
pristine and perfect. Oh yes! I saw myself as a professional, even at that age.I was ten when my
dad’s sister, Aunt Joy, called to say she had heard about a children’s theatrical agent in London
looking to audition children to tap dance at Expo ’85 in Japan. It goes without saying that I was
utterly gung-ho for this opportunity, so Mum and Dad agreed to take me up to London on a
Sunday afternoon to the Sylvia Young Theatre School in Marylebone to try for the audition. I
don’t remember much about it; just that I wanted it badly. Meanwhile, Mum and Dad waited
nervously in an adjoining room. While they were there, the school matron – who we later
discovered was the mum of actress Letitia Dean (Sharon from EastEnders) – came out to collect
some paperwork from a drawer. As she was heading back into the audition room, she turned to
Mum and Dad, smiled and said, ‘She really is good, you know.’ Mum told me that at that
moment, her heart started racing at the thought that her little girl was going to end up dancing in
Japan. A few minutes later, she and Dad were called in to Sylvia Young’s office to meet the lady
herself.‘Denise did exceptionally well, and she’s just what we’re was looking for,’ Sylvia told
them. ‘But she’s too tall.’At that point, my mum experienced her very first pushy stage-mum
moment. ‘The heels on her tap shoes are quite high,’ she piped up.Sylvia let out a little laugh,
then explained she had three boys and two girls, so she was now on the hunt for a third girl who
had to be shorter than the tallest of the three boys. The day wasn’t a complete loss, however.
The paperwork that the school matron had collected from the drawer turned out to be a draft
agreement and an offer to sign me up to Sylvia’s agency. Mum and Dad weren’t all that keen
initially. I was still on the Tiny Tots books, still getting plenty of photographic jobs, modelling for
knitting patterns, clothes catalogues and the like. The only problem with Tiny Tots was that the
agent would sometimes get a bit stroppy if I had a friend’s birthday party or was going to the
cinema with friends and couldn’t make an audition. I might have been keen, but there was the
odd time I wanted to be a normal kid, and I’ve never been one to miss a good party. Sylvia
promised us it wouldn’t be a problem if I couldn’t attend the odd casting, so when my parents
asked my opinion, I knew which way I wanted to go. I ended up leaving Tiny Tots and signing
with Sylvia’s agency.After that Sunday afternoon, life would never be the same again.CHAPTER
THREE‘Can You Do the Splits Both Ways?’It all started with me joining the Saturday drama and
singing classes at Sylvia Young. It wasn’t long before I started to get auditions and got cast in
several TV commercials and a pop video through the agency. For some reason, a lot of the



commercials were shot in Holland. Ad companies over there seemed to use quite a lot of British
kids. I often went with my nan, and it became a fairly regular thing, particularly with Mum and
Dad having my brother and sister to take care of. It’s funny; it was an unusual thing for a kid of my
age to be working, let alone travelling abroad for work, but, somehow, I took it all in my stride. I
was lucky to have such a supportive family, who were happy to indulge all my mad artiness and
passion for performing. Working and being busy was perfect for keeping my active mind
occupied, too, that’s for sure. I did ads for Dutch cheese, Colgate toothpaste, an American ad for
Kool-Aid; I was even in a Milky Bar TV commercial. That was quite exciting. There was an article
in an Essex local newspaper at the time, proclaiming that the new Milky Bar Kid was from Essex
and two local girls were to appear in the advert too – one of them being me. I knew the boy who’d
got the part of ‘the kid’, his name was Wayne, so you can imagine my confusion when everyone
on set started to call him David.‘Why is everyone calling that boy David when his name’s
Wayne?’ I asked my mum.It turned out that it was the makers of Milky Bar, Nestlé, who
suggested that with all the press around a brand-new Milky Bar Kid, the boy might be wise to
switch to a stage name of David King, rather than his original name, Wayne King. When I
thought very carefully about it, I agreed it was probably for the best. Of course, I found the whole
thing hysterical and continued to call him Wayne King anyway.When the time came, I went to the
same secondary school that my sister went to, Grays Convent High School, in Essex. It was the
best state school in the area, all girls, but it wasn’t a good fit for me right from the start. It was run
by nuns and, academically, extremely competitive, which wasn’t me. I wasn’t unpopular – in fact,
I made some good friends at the school – but my passion for the arts and theatre is not what the
other girls or the school were about. I’d realised by then that I was a creative person rather than
an academic one, and that creativity was never going to flourish at Grays Convent. I felt stifled
and hemmed in, with no outlet for the things I enjoyed or felt passionate about.On top of that, the
school was pretty strict. Like many girls of the same age, I was at the stage when I like to
experiment with my hair and a bit of make-up. That was a definite no-no as far as the nuns were
concerned. I tried out a new style with my hair once, which required a bit of hairspray. Any kind of
hair product was forbidden at Grays Convent, and that day I ended up with a suspicious nun
dragging a comb through my hair to check whether or not I had hairspray in it.It wasn’t that it was
in any way a terrible school, and, despite its strict rules, there were several nuns there that I liked
very much – a big shout out to Sister Phillipa: you were my favourite! It just wasn’t the right place
for me, but, for a while, there didn’t seem to be an alternative.That changed after I went up for an
audition for the musical Annie at the Richmond Theatre. It was an open audition, and I remember
being slightly in awe of all the other kids around me, who were even more stagey than I was. We
all queued up for ages, waiting for our big chance. It’s funny, thinking about it now. I remember
standing on the stage in a row of other kids while the auditioning panel went along the line,
asking each auditioning child in turn: ‘What’s your name and who are you with?’The answers
went something like, ‘I’m Sally Smith, and I’m with Sylvia Young,’ followed by, ‘I’m Jenny Jones,
and I’m with Anna Scher.’Each child called out their full name, followed by the name of their



agent or their theatre school. That was until they got to me.‘I’m Denise and I’m with my mum,’ I
said.God knows why I didn’t mention Sylvia’s. I guess it was all a bit overwhelming. Still,
everyone on the panel laughed.I was one of the lucky few to get a part, as it turned out. I was
offered the role of Tessie, one of the orphans, whose catchphrase is ‘Oh my goodness! Oh my
goodness!’ Of course, I was thrilled to have bagged the role, but the strict rules of Grays Convent
meant that I couldn’t take time off to be in the show. For me, this felt like the final straw. How was
I ever going to flourish as a performer when I wasn’t allowed to perform?Compared to Grays
Convent, Sylvia’s was a relatively small school, housed in an old church in Marylebone. It had
around 150 pupils in the entire school, from aged seven right through to school-leaving age. I’d
fallen in love with the place as soon as I saw it, and desperately wanted to go there full-time.
Back then, I was into the eighties TV show Fame. I was glued to it every Thursday night. I loved
the idea of attending a school where all the kids were singers, dancers and performers. I was
also rather smitten with Leroy’s character and fascinated by some of his more prominent
physical attributes – perfectly highlighted by his Lycra unitard – but that’s another story!The idea
of going to Sylvia Young’s and being just like one of the kids from Fame became everything to
me; it was all-consuming. I pictured myself and my future classmates tearing into the streets,
clad in Lycra and leg warmers, and dancing on cars, just like in the music video for the hit song
‘Fame’ by Irene Cara.I recall sitting on the kitchen floor by the washing machine one day while
Mum was trying to get on with the weekly wash. There she was, loading clothes into the
machine, while 11-year-old me sat there crying and pleading.‘Please, Mum! Please let me go to
Sylvia’s school full-time.’‘We just can’t afford it,’ she said. ‘And also, it’s not fair on your brother
and sister.’I was devastated, but in my heart I knew she’d have let me go there if she could have.
She knew that Grays Convent wasn’t a good fit for me, and she’d also seen how much my sister
had struggled when she went there. Jackie’s struggle was different to mine. She was a shy girl in
a school full of outgoing, competitive pupils. Although it was known as a good school, Mum
knew I wasn’t all that happy, but what could she do? My parents didn’t come from money or a
from a theatrical background; they were just hard-working people with regular jobs. As much as
Mum would have loved to have allowed me to go to Sylvia’s, it was just beyond what my parents
could manage.Then, once again, Sylvia Young showed faith in me and came to the rescue. Her
feeling was that I’d be able to pay my school fees using the money I earned from all the work I
was getting and would hopefully continue to accumulate. This was the deciding factor. Finally,
Mum and Dad agreed that I could leave my school and attend Sylvia’s full-time.On my first day at
my new school, I walked into a room and spotted the girl who would eventually become one of
my best friends for life. Costandia, or Cossi as she was known, was in the splits when I first set
eyes on her.‘Can you do the splits both ways?’ she asked me.We were inseparable from that
very moment.Cossi was a Greek Cypriot girl who lived in Hackney, and, as time went on, I’d
often stay over at her house so I didn’t have to endure the long coach journey to and from Essex
every day of the week. The estate she lived on was famously quite tough, and the first time I
rocked up there to stay, I felt like I’d stepped into another world. These days, parts of Hackney



are quite gentrified and trendy, but back then, being a young girl from the quiet of Essex, I felt
like I was on the set of some TV crime drama. In fact, the first night I stayed with Cossi, we heard
gunfire outside, which terrified the life out of us. I’d grown used to living on a street where my nan
and my aunt lived close by and where everyone was in and out of everybody else’s houses. In
Cossi’s world, people were bolting their doors to keep out undesirables. That said, I grew to love
staying at Cossi’s house, and I was grateful to have somewhere in London to stay, and such a
good friend in her. Her mum, Iris, was always wonderful to me; I used to think of her as my
‘London mum’.It wasn’t exactly an easy commute to Sylvia’s from my home in Corringham. For a
while, I travelled to Marylebone by coach every day, smack bang in the middle of rush hour. It
took me three hours to get to school most days, so I’d set my alarm for 5am, be on the coach at
six and sometimes just about reach the school by nine. There was often an audition after school,
so it wasn’t unusual for me to arrive home as late as 9.30pm. It was fine for a while, all very
exciting, but as time went on, this ridiculous schedule started to take its toll. I was constantly
tired. I began to look pale and always had dark circles under my eyes.Eventually, I felt confident
enough to travel by train, which would reduce my travelling time significantly. That worked well
for a while, but then came the IRA terrorist attacks in London when trains were a possible target.
This made Mum and Dad nervous, especially when I had to call them from a telephone box one
day to tell them that all the passengers on my train had to get off the train at King’s Cross
because of a security alert. We were supposed to travel to the next station on foot, so Mum told
me to look for someone who had children with them and stay close, so it looked as if I was part
of a family.In the end, Mum decided to look for a job in London so she could accompany me to
and from school. As well as putting her mind at rest, it meant she could make the extra income to
pay towards school fees and sundries. For a while, she worked for a London-based charity, but
eventually, Sylvia offered her a job working at the agency. By that time, I’d also appeared in
several TV commercials and done a few voice-overs, not just for the UK but also for the USA and
Holland. Between that and Mum’s job, we managed to pay for my school fees, plus pull together
the money I needed for school uniforms and show costumes.It’s funny to think back at how self-
sufficient I was at such a young age. Betsy is 11 now, but she still seems so young to me. I
sometimes wonder if it was just that I was so in love with the idea of performing, or that I was
perhaps in too much of a hurry to grow up.CHAPTER FOURJust Like the Kids from FameI loved
the madness of Sylvia’s; the chaos and creativity. I loved the fact that you could walk into the
canteen and there’d be three people harmonising in the corner or practising a scene – yes, just
like the kids from Fame. It was a fantastic place, a little pot of talent where every room seemed to
be brimming with creative talent. You only have to scroll down a list of the school’s alumni to see
just how many famous and renowned faces it has produced. Mel Blatt and the Appleton sisters
went there, as did Emma Bunton, Frances Ruffelle (who’s Sylvia’s daughter), Letitia Dean,
Samantha Womack, Adam Woodyatt and Perry Fenwick of EastEnders fame, Leona Lewis,
Tamzin Outhwaite, Rita Ora, Nicholas Hoult, Billie Piper, Keeley Hawes, and of course Amy
Winehouse too. Danniella Westbrook was in my class, and we were really good friends. I often



used to stay over at Danni’s mum and dad’s place in Essex.The schedule at Sylvia’s was three
days of regular classes – Monday to Wednesday; then, it was all performing arts on Thursday
and Friday. No prizes for guessing which part of the week we kids looked forward to the most. As
far as the regular classes went – English, maths, science, etc. – I was in with other children in my
age group, but when it came to the performing arts classes, it was all about ability. I may have
only been 11 years old, but as far as dance went, I found myself in an advanced class of 15- and
16-year-olds. Other kids might have been further along with music or singing, so it all balanced
out in the end.Whenever one of the matrons came into a class to interrupt a lesson, we knew
there was an audition in the offing. She’d call out the relevant names and say, ‘You have an
audition at three o’clock. Don’t be late!’It could be anything; an advert for Dutch cheese was one
I remember. Once the lesson was over, the kids with the audition would excitedly rush out and
get themselves ready, then find somewhere quiet to sit and learn any lines they might have. It
was quite mad, really, but it all seemed very natural to us. We all looked out for and encouraged
one another too. If one student returned with the announcement that they’d been successful,
everyone would be congratulating and cheering for them; even the kids who hadn’t been
successful. That was the kind of camaraderie Sylvia’s encouraged.
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